TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
discovered that President Roosevelt had only mentioned three
liberties, not four; or if the fourth had occurred, it had sounded
different in the American language from its translation into
French... where there was every danger that "Libert^ corporelle"
might be misunderstood by a whole nation and signify that the
President was going to do his best to encourage them to enjoy
bodily licence. So the match-box idea was, a little 'wistfully,
discarded, and the match-boxes given away as useful presents
among a few favoured friends. I value mine very highly.
I shall always be a little surprised that Churchill, nearly always
master of le mot juste, should tave spoken of the voluntary sinking
of the French Fleet by their Navy at Toulon as a "melancholyp>
episode. Tragic, yes, wasteful and too late; all these; but
* melancholy" is a grey word, a bleak dank drizzling word; the
French sailors had blown up their battleships rather man let them
fall into Hitler's grasp; on that wind the scent of faith had blown
back; we could again speak of France, saying the beloved word
without feeling ashamed and incredulous.
The .news from Toulon had not yet come in, on the night of
November 27, 1942; that amazing November when the tide
of war began to turn. Four of us were dining at Boulestin's;
the basis of excuse for the small party was because our host wanted
to open a magnum of very special Bordeaux, a 1911 Chateau
Chevalier, to find out if it were still holding up; as we began the
meal with oysters, we drank a white Burgundy before the claret;
a 1929 Chablis le Pinet Blanc, which for some unknown reason
captured my palate and my imagination more than the Chateau
Chevalier. About that Chablis was a haunting far-away loveli-
ness ... Trying to be matter-of-fact and not mix it up with the old
days and forlorn causes, I asked my host: "I hope they've still got
plenty more in the cellar ? ** He replied gravely: "This is the last
bottle." I said nothing, but picked up die cork and put it in my
handbag. "As a souvenir?" asked Kate Mary Bruce, who with
her husband made up the quartette. "No," I replied, lying glibly,
"to stick between my teeth and bite hard in case of an air-raid.
They say you should, and I've lost the one I had." Allied to the
CMteau Chevalier, we had roast pheasant, choux de Bruxelles en
purfe, and an excellent mousse au chocokt, creamy with a crisp
surface. Naturally we paused over drinking the claret while we
ate the sweet, but afterwards "I produced a glass jar of medlars,
which I had brought along remembering that nowadays after a
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